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I would like to welcome you to OFIC 2020 and participate in our exciting programme and exhibition. 

As in the past biennial events, our objective is to update our participants in the science, technology and 
economics of oils and fats.  For this coming event, we are highlighting the changes brought about by 
developments in science, technology and the environments and the proposed solutions by thought leaders 
and world experts.  Your exposure and experience will make a significant impact on your organisation 
operations and activities.

I urge members of the oils and fats industry, researchers and consumers not to miss this golden opportunity 
to advance your work and your organisation.

See you in OFIC 2020!

Yours sincerely,

 

Academician Emeritus Prof. Tan Sri Datuk Dr. Augustine S H Ong
President, MOSTA

About OFIC 2020
Oils and Fats international Congress series was launched by MOSTA in 1994 concurrently 
with an exhibition of latest available technology for the oils and fats industry. These events 
will focus on the major challenges faced by the oils and fats industry for possible solutions. 
The coverage of these issues is reflected in the synopses of the five modules.

Welcome Message

Who Should Attend OFIC 2020
OFIC 2020 is designed for those involved in the oils and fats industry including the following:
• Industry Captains and CEOs
• Planters and Mill Engineers
• Refiners and Processors of Consumer Goods
• Oleochemical and Biofuel Producers
• Quality Assurance Personnel and Process Engineers
• Academics and R & D Personnel

• Scientists and Technologists
• Traders, Analysts, Investors  
    and Financiers
• Economists and Policy Makers 
• Environmental and Social NGOs 
• Government Agencies
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Module 1:  
Sustainability & Climate Change

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the world body for assessing the state of scientific 
knowledge related to climate change, its impacts and potential future risks, and possible response options 
released a report that suggests that keeping global warming to well below 2°C can be achieved only by 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions from all sectors including land and food. 

The report highlights that climate change is affecting all four pillars of food security: availability (yield 
and production), access (prices and ability to obtain food), utilization (nutrition and cooking), and stability 
(disruptions to availability). The report also states: “Food security will be increasingly affected by future 
climate change through yield declines, especially in the tropics, increased prices, reduced nutrient quality, and 
supply chain disruptions”.

There are ways to manage risks and reduce vulnerabilities in land and the food system. Risk management 
can enhance communities’ resilience to extreme events, which has an impact on food systems. This can 
be the result of dietary changes or ensuring a variety of crops to prevent further land degradation and 
increase resilience to extreme or varying weather.

The oils and fats industry has a rich tradition of embracing technology to improve crop production but 
is under increasing global pressure to produce even more on less land within a sustainable framework. 
Sustainability drivers include best agricultural practices, promotion of human rights and application of 
technological advances for improved productivity. It is incumbent upon the oils and fats sector to play a 
transformative role in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the blueprint for a better and 
more sustainable future for all under the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. 

The SDGs address the global challenges faced by mankind such as poverty, inequality, climate change, 
environmental degradation, prosperity, peace and justice. These initiatives are not dependent on each 
other, but are in fact mutually supportive and ultimately convergent. To quote Sir Jonathon Porritt of 
Forum for the Future: “Embracing the SDGs means taking an integrated view, seeking to optimise outcomes 
across all the goals rather than cherry-picking any one particular goal at the expense of others”.

However, environmental and sustainability issues, while important and relevant, are often distorted for 
commercial advantage, by interested parties. Therefore, it is imperative to continue to carry out high 
caliber research and raise our voices in support of empirical rather than emotional hypothesis. 

The strategic direction for the oils and fats industry is clear but the roadmap to navigate it is challenging 
and requires the concept of responsibility in the entire supply chain. The current criticisms faced by the 
industry present a window of opportunity for innovation and transformation and to demonstrate we are 
part of the solution and not the problem.

Chairperson: M R Chandran, KMN, FMOSTA, FISP
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Module 2:  
Innovation & Technical Change

Chairperson: Dr Harikrishna Kulaveerasingam, FASc

The recent and unprecedent technological advancements have impacted all sectors of business, from 
banking to agriculture. Disruption of businesses, business models and processes has become a norm 
and most organisations highlight innovation as the means by which businesses can remain relevant  
and competitive. 

This innovation has been driven by improvements in technology such as computational power, imaging 
technology, digital connectivity including IOT, robotics, and miniaturisation. Costs of deploying such tools 
have declined to an extent that commercial deployment of such platforms in a cost sensitive industry such 
as plantation agriculture has become feasible. 

Given this, what will the future of farming look like? Can the evolving needs of the consumer be 
met? Besides better quality of food, consumers also demand that food is produced sustainably and 
ethically. Previously it has not been possible to provide traceability within the Plantation supply 
chain, compounded by the complexity of a system comprising both large corporate players and small  
holder operations. 

However, recently several companies have made progress towards addressing these concerns by 
developing and commercially deploying mobile tools that provide producers as well as buyers with the 
necessary supply chain traceability. Such supply chain management systems allow both producers and 
buyers to determine a fair price of produce in a transparent and traceable manner, thus ensuring that 
ethical concerns of consumers are met. 

The use of imaging platforms from satellites or drones in combination with sensors, data analytics 
and artificial intelligence potentially allows precision agriculture tools to be developed and deployed 
at a plantation scale. Every palm can be treated as an individual and its unique nutritional needs met 
accordingly, thus minimizing wastage and maximizing yield. 

In addition, the availability of aerial images will allow business intelligence to be gathered to improve 
decision making. Palm oil milling has remained relatively unchanged for the past forty years. What is in 
store for milling in the future? Enzymes have been used as a “greener” more environmentally friendly 
alternative to chemical extraction and have been commercially deployed successfully in industries such 
as paper and pulp. Enzymatic extraction of oil palm mesocarp can potentially increase oil extraction rates 
and reduce waste. 

In addition, green platform technology can be deployed in refineries to produce oils low in 3-MCPD and 
free of other undesirable contaminants. The impact of the commercial deployment of these technology 
platforms on the future of oil palm plantations will be presented and discussed during this session.
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Module 3:  
Consumer-Driven Change

Chairperson: Dr Goh Swee Hock 

GENERAL

The traditional growth in oils and fats built on natural advantages of resources (energy, soil, water and 
labour) and suitable climate will be challenged by genomic and AI technologies. New developments in 
AI, IoT and 5G and supported by related converging technologies provide hope for all crops especially 
tree crops where disruptive transformation is much needed due to the lack of manpower and increasing 
pressure to supply more foods. Advances in science and technologies such as IoT and AI have provided a 
means for demanding consumer needs to be better met.  Consumers increasingly demand higher quality, 
healthier foods which are sustainably and ethically produced.

Consumers for free choice and preferential products will likely need to pay more in view of the changing 
political trend against free trade apart from the current overt use of protectionist barriers and tariffs. On 
the other hand, consumers benefit from competitive business trends in capital spending (not profits) for 
disruptive growth based on first-mover advantage and implementing innovations in contrast to relying 
on the traditional profit-viability of organic growth. The Malaysian palm oil industry suffers from many 
obvious problems: too much competition for exporting similar commodity products; slow adoption of 
mechanization and automation due to a lack of supporting industries and research; inefficient small 
holders being slow to integrate or sell out to efficient estates; few vertical integrations from plantation 
to processing for profitable end-products and the inability to capitalize on new innovations to improve 
profitability; inability to attract a new generation of local workers; and slow growth in R&D&C for high-
valued products and services.

CHANGING CONSUMER PERCEPTIONS AND DEMAND

Oil crops have intrinsic properties endowed by nature and the oil palm excels in many aspects – 
nutritious, high oxidative stability, high yields, least land requirement among oil crops, provision of solid 
fats and liquid oils, MCT oils, provision of lipid-soluble vitamins as well as phenolics and also the lesser 
exploited sources for biomaterials/bioenergy. Whereas palm has been complacent on yield advantage, 
most temperate oil crops have succeeded in incremental yield improvements and in markedly reducing 
polyunsaturation (and trans fats) to have GM crops driven by consumer demands or perceptions, e.g. high 
oleic oils, LC ω3 oils, and pest or weedicide resistance. It is anticipated that gene-editing will soon provide 
further advances. Consumer demands can be for rational consumer-led change or irrational consumer-
misled change. When irrational, it is politically motivated as was the case of the US campaign against 
tropical oils using “cherry-picked” scientific data and this fake information took half a century to dispel. 
Similar mistakes include “partial hydrogenated fat”, “low- fat” and “cholesterol” foods. The on-going EU 
campaign against deforestation in SE Asia is similarly flawed in condoning the much greater damage from 
deforestation in many continents for pasture land and in expanding for land-hungry soyabean crop.

The traditional business growth continues with adapting consumer demands for environmental, social 
and governance criteria, e.g. on-going approach to 100% MSPO for palm-oil sustainability while targeting 
for higher yields by replanting with improved breeding materials. EU consumer demands for health and 
safety in foods have given rise to optimising processing in mitigation procedures in the supply chain against 
trace contaminants. While the bulk of oils and fats are to cater to the nutritional needs of the masses, the 
increasing middle class consumers will dominate to change the market for more specialized products: 
higher oleic oils or fractions, enhanced carotenes/tocotrienol oils, LC ω3-blended oils, enhanced MCT 
oils, high-value fractionated fats, high quality hybrid palm oils, modified oils from genomic applications, 
perhaps ω7 oils, etc which will offer new opportunities for Industry to exploit.
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Hotel Reservation Form
OIL & FATS INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS, OFICTM 2020 • 8 – 9 SEPTEMBER 2020 • HOTEL ISTANA KUALA LUMPUR

HOTELS NEARBY
LIST OF HOTELS NEARBY CONFERENCE VENUE

1.  Royale Chulan Kuala Lumpur, (0.3 km)  
H H H H H

 5 Jalan Conlay, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
 Tel: +603 2688 9688
 Email: info@royalechulan-kualalumpur.com
 reservations@royalechulan-kualalumpur.com
 Website: www.royalechulan-kualalumpur.com

2. Dorsett Kuala Lumpur, (0.3 km) H H H H  
     172 Jalan Imbi, Pudu, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
     Tel: +603 2716 1000
      Email: info.kualalumpur@dorsetthotels.com
     Website: www.dorsetthotels.com/en/dorsett-

kuala-lumpur/index.html

3.  Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur, (0.3 km)  
H H H H H

     12 Jalan Pinang, Kuala Lumpur
      Tel: +603 2182 1234
      Email: kualalumpur.grand@hyatt.com
      Website: www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/

malaysia/grand-hyatt-kala-lumpur/kuagh

4.  Pullman Kuala Lumpur City Centre Hotel & 
Residence, (0.3 km) H H H H H

      4 Jalan Conlay, Kuala Lumpur
      Tel: +603 2710 8888
      Email: enquiry@pullman-klcc.com
      Website: www.pullman-kualalumpur-

citycentre.com

5.  Novotel Kuala Lumpur City Centre,  
(0.5 km) H H H H  

     2 Jalan Kia Peng, Kuala Lumpur
     Tel: +603 2147 0888
     Email: H6324@accor.com
     Website: http://novotel-city-centre.

allkualalumpurhotels.com/en/

6.  Fahrenheit Suites Kuala Lumpur, (0.3 km) H H 
H H  

 Fahrenheit88, 179 Jalan Bukit Bintang,  
Kuala Lumpur

 Tel: +603 2148 2686
     Email: enquiries@fahrenheitsuites.com
     Website: www.fahrenheitsuites.com

7.  Grand Millennium Kuala Lumpur, (0.3 km) H 
H H H H

     160 Bukit Bintang Street, Bukit Bintang,  
Kuala Lumpur

      Tel: +603 2117 4888
      Email: enquiry.gmkl@millenniumhotels.com
      Website: www.millenniumhotels.com/en/

kuala-lumpur/

8.  The Westin Kuala Lumpur, (0.3 km)  
H H H H H

     199 Jalan Bukit Bintang, Bukit Bintang  
55100 Kuala Lumpur

      Tel: + 603 2731 8333
      Email: twkl.reservations@westin.com
    Website: www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/

kulwi-the-westin-kuala-lumpur

DISCLAIMER
• It is expressly agreed that the members of MOSTA and their legal 

representatives, directors and officers/employees, and their 
agents shall not be liable for any loss, injury or damage of any 
kind whatsoever suffered directly or indirectly by the person, 
possessions or property of any Conference participation or other 
person during or in connection with the events on the programme 
or any other activities of MOSTA, for any reason whatsoever unless 
it be proven that the specific damage was due to wilful intent or 
gross negligence on the part of the Organising Committee or any 
of the aforementioned persons; in such case, liability shall be 
limited to the loss or damage foreseeable at the time the individual 
contract was made.

• It is agreed that MOSTA and their agents and officers reserve the 
right to cancel at any time or all the programmes or other activities 
if this should appear necessary as result of events which are 
beyond their control or which they cannot reasonably be expected 
to influence or for which they are not responsible; such events 
shall include but are not limited to force majeure, government 
or other official regulations, natural disasters, strikes or any kind 
whatsoever, civil disorders or riots, obstruction or curtailment of 
transport and/or transmission facilities, insurrection or other crisis, 
or any other unforeseen occurrence.  The decisions regarding the 
necessity for such cancellations shall be taken by MOSTA and their 
agents at their sole discretion and shall be final.

• Organisers reserve the right to make changes to the programmes 
without prior notice whether in terms of papers, speakers, 
chairmen, schedules or any other aspects.

• The official language will be English.

PARTICIPANT RATE
In conjunction with this pretigious event, Hotel Istana is offering special room rates as below:

HOTEL ISTANA KUALA LUMPUR   73, Jalan Raja Chulan, 50200 Kuala Lumpur (Company No.: 78532-V)
Tel: +603 2141 9988   Fax: +603 2144 0111   Website: www.hotelistana.com.my

*  Exchange rate is subject to change based on a daily exchange rate without 
prior notice.

*  Rates offered are inclusive of 6% service tax. Taxes are subject to change.
*  Triple sharing will be an additional bed. 

Cancellation Policy Applies:
–  A valid credit card is required to guarantee the reservation. Credit card may 

be pre-authorizes prior to arrival.
– Cancellation or changes made within 3 days (or less) before arrival is subject  

to one night penalty. 
–  In the event of ‘no-show’, one night penalty charge will be imposed.

Important Notice:
•  Kindly be informed that the mandatory Tourism Tax of RM10 per room per 

night will take effect from 1 September 2017.
•  The Tourism Tax will be paid by the guest directly to the hotel upon check out. 

(Not included in the room rates).
•  Malaysian citizens, permanent residents and valid work permit holders are 

exempted from the Tourism Tax.
Important Note: Kindly forward the completed booking form latest by 12th 
August 2020. Any booking form received after the date will be based on room 
availability.  Email: rsvn@hotelistana.com.my 

Room Type

Deluxe Room
Club Room
Club Suite

Single
With One Breakfast
RM330.00 nett
RM420.00 nett
RM620.00 nett

Double
With Two Breakfasts
RM365.00 nett
RM460.00 nett
RM660.00 nett

Triple
With Three Breakfasts
RM465.00 nett
RM560.00 nett
RM760.00 nett

GUEST PARTICULARS

RESERVATION DETAILS

LIMOUSINE ARRANGEMENT

BILLING INSTRUCTIONS

Name: __________________________________________________________

Arrival/Check-in: _________________________________________________

Departure / Check-out: ___________________________________________

Total of Night(s) Stay: _____________________________________________

ROOM CATEGORY (Please indicate and tick below)

ROOM TYPE: ____________________________________________________  

Remarks: _______________________________________________________

Mercedes
Airport (KLIA) to Hotel Istana at RM250.00 nett per way:
Hotel Istana to Airport (KLIA) at RM250.00 nett per way:

Please Tick:
 YES / NO  Flight ETA:
 YES / NO  Flight ETD:

We accept cash (Ringgit Malaysia) or the following credit cards: AMEX, VISA, MASTERCARD, JCB
Payment via cheque should be made payable to THR Hotel (KL) Sdn Bhd – Hotel Istana
Telegraphic transfer to Maybank Account No. 014084-325742

Do you wish to guarantee this reservation?               YES: __________________  NO: __________________

I hereby authorize Hotel Istana Kuala Lumpur to charge ______________________ to my credit card as follows:

*Please provide Credit Card No: __________________________________________ CVV: __________________   Expiry Date: __________________ 

Note: Bookings without guarantee will be automatically released 7 working days prior to arrival

Designation: ____________________________________________________________

Flight No.: ____________________________   ETA: _____________________________

Flight No.: ____________________________   ETD: _____________________________

Email: _____________________________   Tel / Fax No.: ________________________

Single:          Double:  Triple:

Smoking:          Non-Smoking: 
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OFIC/PALMEX 2020 EXHIBITION
HOTEL ISTANA, KUALA LUMPUR

(GRAND MAHKOTA BALLROOM 1, 2, 3 & FOYER)
8 – 9 SEPTEMBER 2020

For Exhibition Booking kindly contact our exhibition partner at
info@nrg-expo.com

Call for  
POSTER PAPERS
The 2020 Oils and Fats International Congress (OFIC) will include a poster session to provide a platform for sharing 
of the latest research findings related to oils and fats in line with the theme of Oils & Fats Industry: Managing 
Change Through Transformation. 
The poster session enables presenters to share their research findings and innovations in order to obtain feedback 
through interaction with international audiences.
The Organising Committee invites scientists, researchers, undergraduate and post graduate students to submit their 
abstracts in English of not less than 400 words with the following format:
 • Title of paper
 • Author(s), Affiliation(s), Address, Country
 • Email address and contact information of corresponding author
 • Extended Abstract
 • References
Abstract of the posters submitted to mosta.secretariat@gmail.com or secretariat@mosta.org.my will be reviewed 
by the Organising Committee and notification of acceptance will be sent to the corresponding author. Template of the 
abstract and poster can be obtained from the OFIC 2020 webpage at www.mosta.org.my.

BEST POSTER AWARD
Best Poster Awards will be given to poster papers which show high scientific quality and bring forward new ideas, 
concepts and innovations in addressing current issues and challenges in the oils and fats industry.

IMPORTANT DATE
 • Abstract submission deadline: 1 June 2020
 • Acceptance notification: 1 July 2020
 • Poster setting up: 7 September 2020 after 5.00pm

GUIDELINES FOR
POSTER PAPERS
1.  The poster should be of A0 (84.1 cm x 

118.9 cm) in size.

2.  The poster should be clearly read at 
distance of around 1 meter.

3.  At the top of the poster, indicate 
the title and names of authors and 
organisations.

4.  Include the following items on our 
display; introduction, objectives or 
goals of the study, methods, key  
results, discussion, conclusion, 
acknowledgement and references.

5.  Graphic illustration such as figures, 
concise tables and photographs 
considered essential by the authors  
could be included.

6.  Use tack-and-stick reusable adhesive, 
mounting tabs, or tape to attach your 
poster onto the board provided.

7.  Authors are required to be present 
at their poster board during the 
scheduled times to respond to 
questions by  
the judges.

8.  Each poster will be displayed for 
the whole two days of the program. 
Poster viewing and informal 
discussions will take place during 
morning and afternoon breaks, as 
well as the lunch break.

Call for Poster Papers
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Delegate Registration Form

Please complete in Block letters/attach Business Card. This form may be duplicated for additional delegates.

Please tick if vegetarian diet is required

Please tick (3):

1. DELEGATE’S INFORMATION

Full Name :     MOSTA Membership No:

Title :   Designation :

Organisation : 

Address :

Email : 

Tel :  Fax  :

Name of Account: MOSTA
Account No.: 512530-155068
Swift Code: MBBEMYKL
ID: 4859/91
Name of Bank: Malayan Banking Berhad 
Address of Bank: 50-52, Jalan Sultan
46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia

OFIC 2020 Secretariat c/o MOSTA
C-3A-10, 4th Floor, Block C, Damansara Intan 
47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia
Tel: +603-7118 2062 / 2064
Fax: +603-7118 2063
E-mail: mosta.secretariat@gmail.com 
Website: http://www.mosta.org.my 
(Contact Person: Ms. Michelle Lim)

Cheque / Banker’s Draft made payable to “MOSTA”
(Cheque No: ............................................)
Payment by Telegraph Transfer to “MOSTA” Account
(Please attach the advice slip of the remittance if paid by telegraphic transfer) 
Payment and Registration online www.mosta.org.my

Registration Fee for delegate covers the following:
Attendance at all OFIC 2020 technical sessions and admission 
to 2020 exhibition:
•  Lunches and refreshments during OFIC 2020
•  OFIC 2020 Congress Dinner – Kindly indicate your attendance: Yes / No

•  OFIC 2020 materials and documents 

2. REGISTRATION FEES

3. MODE OF PAYMENT

(Please underline last name) 

(Mr/Ms/Dr/Prof/others)

(if any)

REGISTRATION AND  
CANCELLATION  

CONDITIONS
1. Use a separate form for each 

delegate. Photocopies of 
this Form can also be used. 
Payments can be combined for 
more than one delegate when 
forms are sent in together.

2. Registration is not official and 
complete until full payment 
is received by the OFIC 2020 
Secretariat. Confirmation of 
registration will be issued upon 
receipt of full payment.

3. Cancellation received prior to 
30 June 2020, will be refunded 
in full less the Secretariat 
expenses of USD100/- for 
overseas participant and 
RM100/- for local participant. 
Cancellation received between 
1 July 2020 and 31 August 
2020 will receive a 50% refund. 
Cancellation received after 
31 August 2020 will not be 
refunded except in the event of 
force majeuere decided upon 
at the discretion of the OFIC 
2020 Organising Committee. 
All requests for refund must 
be submitted to the OFIC 2020 
Secretariat in writing. No refund 
will be issued until after  
the congress.

For office use only :

Date  ______ /______/_______ 

Amount :  _____________________

OR No :  _____________________ 

Reg. No : _____________________

Members

Non-Members

Students with  
Posters Presentation

Working Adults with  
Posters Presentation

Fee per Module

Additional Congress  
Dinner Tickets

Evening Forum  
(Non-participant) 

Local
   RM2,200 

   RM2,500 

   RM   800  

   RM1,000 

   RM   800

Overseas
   USD550

   USD625

   USD200 

   USD250 

   USD200

Local
   RM2,500 

   RM2,800 

   RM1,000 
 

   RM1,500 

   RM1,000 

Overseas
   USD625

   USD700

   USD250 

   USD375 

   USD250

Register & Pay 
Before 15 August 2020

Register & Pay  
After 15 August 2020 Total Amount

(RM/USD)

RM300 (USD75)

RM100 (USD25)

......................................................................
Date

......................................................................
Signature


